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Director-General’s Message

Central Taiwan Science Park

Startups of the Present
and Future
Linking Startups to International Resources
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To sharpen its international competitiveness,
CTSP and four universities-National Chung
Hsing University, National Formosa University,
Feng Chia Uni versit y and China Medic al
University-formed Global Research & Industry
Alliance (GLORIA) as an industry-academia
cooperation platform, where the industry and
academic research can be matched. Also, the
Park encourages its tenants to invest in research
a nd development through subsidies a nd
industrial upgrade programs to drive innovation
and grow output of the Park.
In in n ovatio n a n d e ntre p re n e ur ship,
the Central Taiwan Accelerator Alliance was
founded at the AI Robotics Hub as a base to
stimulate innovation and entrepreneurship by

increasing flow of talent, technology, and
capital. In 2019, the CTSP Bureau introduced
16 startups to the AI Robotics Hub and helped
market startups internationally by facilitating
the signing of memorandum of cooperation
between startups and overseas accelerators
and making homegrown enterprises prepared
for the international stage.
With a commitment to serving its tenants,
CTSP will play the role of an innovation driver
in 2020 to strengthen the digital innovation in
the Park and accelerate the establishment of
a 5G environment as an experimental field so
that its tenants can promote applications such
as smart manufacturing. Moreover, CTSP will
further form consulting and counseling groups
of experts in various fields to assist its tenants
in transforming to smart machinery, upgrading
industrial technology and expanding overseas
markets. With a forward-looking, innovative
thinking, CTSP is dedicated to the digital
transformation of the Park services and the
future development of startups to create a new
era for CTSP.

Director-General, CTSP Bureau
May 2020

Director-General’s Message

Impacted by the US - China trade war
uncertainty, 2019 was a tough year for Taiwan's
industry. Enterprises in the Park had no choice
but to adapt themselves to weather the ups and
downs of the international economy and trade.
Faced with the global challenge, Central Taiwan
Science Park has demonstrated strong strength
and resilience with the joint efforts of the Bureau
and its business partners. These enterprises
continue to focus their efforts on improving
technology and developing innovative products.
It turned out that the turnover in 2019 reached a
record high of NT$790 billion. I believe an annual
turnover of trillion NT dollars is nothing too far
away.
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Building a Foundation for
Technology
History

The Central Taiwan Science Park’s (CTSP)
Preparatory Office was established on October
16, 2002 pursuant to the Interim Procedures for
the Preparatory Office of Central Taiwan Science
Park. On January 26, 2007, the CTSP Bureau was
set up pursuant to the Act for the Organization of
the Central Taiwan Science Park Administration,
which was promulgated as a presidential decree.
In 2014, the organization was reformed and on
January 22 that year, the modified Organization Act
of the Central Taiwan Science Park Bureau, Ministry
of Science and Technology, was promulgated as
a presidential decree. Later, the word “industrial”
was removed from the Chinese title of the decree

in accordance with the Act for Establishment and
Administration of Science Parks promulgated on
June 6, 2018, and the modified Organization Act of
the Central Taiwan Science Park Bureau, Ministry
of Science and Technology was promulgated
on December 11, 2019. Under the Bureau, six
divisions and four offices-Planning Division,
Investment Division, Environment and Labor
Affair Division, Business Division, Construction
M a n a g e m e nt D i v isi o n, L a n d D eve l o p m e nt
Division, Secretariat Office, Personnel Office,
Accounting and Statistics Office, and Civil Service
Ethics Office-were established to meet the needs
of business.
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Taichung Park

Houli Park

surrounding HSR-designated area and National
Taiwan University (NTU) Yunlin Campus drives the
overall development in Yunlin County. Its wastewater
treatment plant is the county’s first facility to provide
education on wastewater treatment.

Erlin Park

Park Overview
Taichung Park-An Industrial Powerhouse
On an area of 466 hectares, Taichung Park
is home to Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company (TSMC) and its advanced 7 nanometer
(nm) manufacturing process, safeguarding Taiwan's
leading position in the semiconductor industry. Giant
Manufacturing (Giant Bicycles) also established its
global headquarters here. With the nearby Taichung
Metropolitan Park, Taichung International Airport and
High Speed Rail (HSR) Taichung Station, Taichung
Science Park is situated in an important transportation
hub and has brought prosperity to the region.

Huwei Park-The Spearheading Biotechnology
Cluster
Covering an area of 97 hectares, Huwei Park
borders the HSR Yunlin Station designated area to
the east. Most tenants here are in the biotechnology
i n d u s t r y, w i t h a f e w i n o p t o e l e c t r o n i c s a n d
communications. This science park together with the

Erlin Park

Houli Park-The Optoelectronics &
Semiconductor Hub
Covering 255 hectares, Houli Park includes
the sites at H ouli a nd Chising a nd c o ntains
predominantly optoelectronics, semiconductor and
precision machine manufacturers, hoping to boost
economy by putting together the industrial resources
in Houli.

Erlin Park-A Precision Machinery Park
Due to limited water consumption in the park
and the nature of industries in central Taiwan, the
631-hectare Erlin Science Park is centered on the
precision machinery industry, which consumes less
water and emits less carbon dioxide.

Chung Hsing Park-The Centerpiece of R&D
Endeavors
Located in the south Nelu in Chung Hsing New
Village, the 36-hectare Chung Hsing Park focuses on
research and development with no mass-production
(besides the cultural and creative industry). Many
research institutes and high-tech companies, such
as the Institute of Industrial Technology Research
Institute (ITRI), Institute for the Information Industry
(III), and CH Biotech R&D, have already moved in
and started operations in the park.

Chung Hsing Park

Building a Foundation for Technology

Huwei Park
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Chung Hsing Park

Another Record High

Central Taiwan Science Park
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Another Record High
Revenues of all industries in the Park in
2019 hit another record of NT$797.232 billion,
representing a growth of 9.98% from NT$724.882
billion in 2018. The record revenues were mainly
attributed to the growing demand for 5G networks,
ar tificial intelligent (A I), high -per formance
computing, Internet of Things (IoT), automobile
electronics, mobile devices, and servers. Also,
the increasing orders for high-end manufacturing
processes by the semiconductor makers boosted
the revenues of enterprises in the semiconductor

supply chain, including wafer foundries, memory
manufacturers, packaging, and testing, and thus
pushed up the Park’s revenues.
The IC industry contributed to the largest
s h a r e of t h e Pa r k ’s r e v e n u e s i n 2 019 w i t h
approximately NT$ 6 0 5. 26 0 billion (75.92%),
followed by optoelectronics with approximately
NT$154.146 billion (19.34%), precision machinery
with approximately NT$25.718 billion (3.23%), and
others with approximately NT$12.108 billion.
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Statistics of 2019 Revenues by Industry

Integrated Circuit 75.92 %
NT$605.26 billion

2019

Precision Machinery 3.23 %
NT$25.718 billion
Computer & Peripherals 0.40 %
NT$3.221 billion
Biotechnology 0.80 %
NT$6.37 billion
Others 0.31 %
NT$2.517 billion

CTSP Revenues in Recent Years

492.1

507.4

2015

2016

563.8

2017

724.9

2018

Unit: billion

797.2

2019

Another Record High

Optoelectronics 19.34%
NT$154.146 billion

Comparison and Analysis of 2019 CTSP Exports & Imports

Industry

Exports

Growth rate
%

2018

2019

Integrated Circuit

196.791

313.46

Optoelectronics

128.862

Precision
Machinery

Unit: billion

Imports

Growth rate
%

2018

2019

59.29

154.117

134.677

-12.61

111.622

-13.38

31.165

9.824

-68.48

17.463

16.302

-6.65

3.216

2.54

-21.01

Computer &
Peripherals

2.452

2.748

12.06

0.567

0.533

-6.13

Biotechnology

2.323

2.863

23.21

0.34

0.284

-16.24

0

0

0

0.281

0.258

-8.27

347.891

446.994

28.49

189.686

148.115

-21.92

Others
Grand total

Growing Demand and
Prosperous Commerce

Another Record High

Central Taiwan Science Park
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In 2019, CTSP’s total imports and
exports reached NT$595.109 billion. Exports
were approximately NT$446.994 billion,
a year-on-year growth of 28.49%; while
imports reached NT$148.115 billion, a yearon-year decrease of 21.92%. Overall, exports
exceeded imports by NT$298.879 billion.
IC makers accounted for the largest
share of exports with NT$313.46 billion,
representing a growth of 59.29%, mainly
because the demand for hand-held mobile
devices like smart phones rose, and because
the emerging 5G industries such as AI, IoT,
automobile electronics, and biometrics, required
more high-end manufacturing processes. Also,
the release of new mobile phone models by major
mobile phone makers gave rise to a surge in
demand for semiconductor-related products.
Looking ahead to 2020, the global
se mic o ndu cto r e c o n o my w ill re c ove r w ith
the construction of 5G base stations and the
upgrade of smart phone specifications. And
the semiconductor industr y, equipped with
advanced manufacturing processes and high-end
packaging and testing technologies, is expected
to continue its dominance in the global markets.
The two facts will both boost the demand in
the semiconductor industr y-related supply
chains in the Park. Besides these, the business

Phase-II standard factory buildings at Taichung Park

opportunities arising from Tokyo Olympics and
European Football Cup are expected to be big
drivers of exports.

Industry Clusters Take Shape with
Newcomers
In 2019, CTSP housed a total of 206 tenants.
Among them, 145 have moved in and registered.
The annual turnover was NT$797.232 billion, a 9.98%
growth from 2018.
Among these tenants, 34 companies are in the
optoelectronics industry, 88 in precision machinery,
40 in biotechnology, nine in integrated circuit, 15 in
computers and peripherals, one in communications
and digital content, and 19 in others and the park
services. Highly competitive industry clusters have
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taken shape. In addition, 14 research institutes and
incubation centers in the Park provide a strong
pipeline for R&D capacity. The Emerging Smart
Technology Research Center of III, Central Taiwan
Industrial Innovation R&D Campus of ITRI (Central
Taiwan Innovation Campus, Ministry of Economic
Affairs), Allion Labs, Hsinnjy Industrial and CH
Biotech R&D have all established a presence in
Chung Hsing Park.
A m o n g t h e 2 0 19 n e w c o m e r s , 14 a r e
in the precision machiner y industr y, three in
biotechnology, and one in the park ser vices.
The total investment reached NT$5.812 billion. In
addition, 14 companies increased their capital by
approximately NT$30.325 billion. The newcomers
i n c l u d e d 18 h o m e g r o w n e n te r p r i s e s, s u c h
as Hepar tech, Alar Pharmaceutics, Leadwell
CNC Machines, Winner Hydraulics, and Ocean
Technologies, and foreign investments like Tornos
Taiwan, Swiss-based Bossard Taiwan, Linde
LienHwa, Rorze Technology, and All Best.
The IC manufacturers include TSMC,
Winbond, Micron Memory Taiwan, SPIL, Applied
Materials Taiwan, Hermes-Epitek, and Marketech
International Corp. Among these, mass production
has been launched in a total of eight 12-inch
wafer fabs owned by TSMC, Winbond, and Micron
Memory Taiwan respectively. In addition, the fact
that TSMC has mass production of integrated

circuits using 10 and 7 nm processes has
undoubtedly made CTSP become the hub of
global IC industry.
O p to e l e c t r o n i c s e n te r p r i s e s i n c l u d e
benchmark companies such as AUO, Corning
Taiwan, Taiwan Nitto, JSR Micro Taiwan, HUGA
Optotech, Genius Electronic Optical, H.P.B.
Optoelectronics, Taiwan Ohara Optical Material,
Taiwan Color Optics, Raystar Optronics, and
Glorytek. As these domestic and international
optoelectronics giants and upstream material
suppliers have established a presence in CTSP,
a comprehensive optoelectronics industry chain
– upstream, midstream and downstream – has
taken shape.
Precision machinery businesses include
those producing optoelectronics, IC machinery
e q uip m e nt, a n d m a c h i n e to o ls. P rox i m i t y
to suppliers significantly reduces costs and
improves competitiveness, making central Taiwan
a top precision machinery cluster worldwide.
Biotechnolog y tenants include Orient
Pharma, Yung Sheng Optical, Yushen Biotech,
GeneReach Biotechnology, Singen A nimal
Health, Microware Precision, isRed Pharma &
Biotech Research, Minima, and CH Biotech
R&D. Products include vaccine pharmaceuticals,
medical devices, and test reagents. CTSP puts

Another Record High

Taichung Park

AI Robotics Hub at CTSP / Ling-ji Zhao

biotechnology enterprises together in central
Taiwan, facilitating the formation of a biotech
industry cluster.

AI Robotics Hub at CTSP
Another Record High

Central Taiwan Science Park
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Accelerating Multidisciplinary Talent
Development
With the presence of academia, research
sectors and industry clusters, AI Robotics Hub
at CTSP aims to serve makers, startups, and
enterprises and develop multidisciplinary talent to
put ideas about smart robot into practice. More
than 50,000 people had visited the site as of the
end of 2019. In addition, in order to develop allround technological talent, systematic courses
and training programs and high-level competitions

are organized to allow teams to compete against
each other so that domestic technological talent
can enhance their multidisciplinary capabilities.
For example, the FRC event launched by CTSP in
2017 has been so well received that the number of
participating teams in the FRC world regional event
has surged from three to 20. And, CTSP has won
the privilege to host the "2020 FRC Science Park
Taichung Regional Competition" in 2020 to make
robot learning more popular.

Linking Satellite Bases to Drive Innovation
and Development in Central Taiwan
The Hub teams up with 14 satellite bases to
jointly promote smart applications in four areas
– smar t machiner y, smar t healthcare, smar t
education, and smart agriculture – to help improve
startups’ technology and products
and encourage multidisciplinar y
alliance and cooperation. And, it
pushes forward artificial intelligence
(AI) smart applications with the joint
efforts of the center and satellite bases
to produce successful applications of
smart manufacturing technologies as
role models by providing professional
modules and counseling. By doing
so, the Bureau hopes to boost the
innovation and development of the
industrial ecosystem in central Taiwan.

Group photograph of 10 Taiwan participating teams in Southern Cross Regional
contest in Australia
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The interior of AI Robotics Hub at CTSP is reminiscent of the outer space headquarters.

Another Record High

Establishment of Professional
Technological Service Mechanism
With on-site mentors, counseling, matching,
linking, and equipment available in the Hub, the
Bureau aids enterprises and teams to develop
high-value products. And William Tools, Isoul AI
Robot, and China Medical University have further
developed project plans like "Smart Grinding Robot
Development Plan," "Mushroom Industry’s Smart
Technology Development Plan," and "AI Image
Sketching System Development Plan” respectively.
Also, JuBin Innovation & Invention has applied for
Ministry of Economic Affairs' Mighty Net Hardware
Express program for the Smart Helmet SAMURAI
Development Project, and Jixiangbao, a startup
from National Chi Nan University, has applied for
U-start Plan for Innovation and Entrepreneurship for

CTSP team wins the second place in FIRA HuroCup.

the Seven-axis Robotic Arm for the Manufacturing
of Customized Ships and Yachts Development
Project. Their critical technology and products are
expected to be launched.

Establishment of
Entrepreneurship
Ecosystem
The Bureau has
forged an innovation &
entrepreneurship venue
dedicated to AI applications
like smar t machiner y and
smar t healthcare in the
AI Robotics Hub, and
introduced the star tup
accelerators to build a bridge
for local industry clusters.
It has put resources in the
emerging technologies
in recent years such as
Group photograph of participants in the 2019 Taiwan FRC Playoffs and International
Forum at CTSP

The Central Taiwan Accelerator Alliance kickoff meeting

AI, big data, and cloud computing, aiming to
develop outstanding talent in the industry. As
of the end of 2019, a total of 16 startups have
entered the AI Robotics Hub, and 11 domestic
startup accelerators and top innovation incubation
centers have been invited to form the Central
Taiwan Accelerator Alliance to unite resources of
incubators and accelerators in central Taiwan and
allocate them to startups. Besides actively seeking
domestic resources, the Bureau assists startups to

expand overseas markets. For example, it facilitated
the signing of memoranda of cooperation between
Gus Technology and an accelerator in Da Nang,
Vietnam, and between Free Bionics and the Dutch
Tiger Accelerator to develop the market targeted
by the New Southbound Policy and the European
market respectively.

Seeking Exchanges and Potential
Opportunities at Home and Abroad

Another Record High

A s of t h e e n d of 2 019, m e m o ra n d a of
cooperation had been signed between the Bureau
and 16 foreign science parks, including those
in the United Kingdom, Spain, Russia, Japan,
South Korea, Vietnam, China, India, Thailand,
and Germany, as well as the Asian Science
Pa r k A s s o c iati o n ( A S PA ). CT S P h a s j o i n e d
three international science park associations –

Central Taiwan Science Park
The second floor of AI Robotics Hub at CTSP is the
office for startups
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The Bureau teams up with DigiTimes to host D Forum 2019 –
Smart Factory Forum
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1
1. Group photograph of the Bureau’s
visiting delegation in front of the
MEDICA Trade Fair venue in Dusseldorf,
Germany
2. Group photograph of the Bureau
delegation at the Medical Fair Thailand

ASPA, IASP, and AURP – and
Federation International Robotsports Association (FIRA). And,
technology exchanges with foreign
science parks are undertaken
on an ongoing basis to explore
potential cooperation opportunities.
I n J u n e 2 019, t h e B u re a u
participated in the Asia Science
Park Association (ASPA) 2019
Leaders Meeting and Board of Directors Meeting
in Bhutan. In mid-November, it participated in the
ASPA 2019 Annual Conference held by Hsinchu
Science Park, discussing the challenges and
prospects of a science park in the digital era
with representatives from various science parks.
Meanwhile, it invited these distinguished guests
from all over the world to undertake a technology
tour in CTSP, enhancing its international influence
and visibility.
In 2019, the Bureau's overseas tours for
visits and investment soliciation are as follow:
visiting Japan to attract businesses and signed
a soft-landing contract with Kyoto Research

2

Park in January; visiting the United States to
attract businesses in January and April and sign a
memorandum of cooperation with For Inspiration
and Recognition of Science and Technology
(FIRST) in April for the sake of hosting the FRC
Robot International Regional competition in
Taichung City; and visit startup bases in August;
visiting Thailand in September and Germany
in November to attract businesses; staff sent to
Shenzhen and Shanghai to visit startup incubations
in November. It will always pay close attention to
other overseas potential investment in the future.
Also, the Bureau receives visitors from all
over the world to gain international insights through

Business recruitment event at Erlin Park

exchanges, and puts these new ideas into the
operation and management of CTSP. In 2019,
the Bureau received a total of 788 foreign
visitors from the five continents.
Another Record High

Domestically, 11 business invitation
events were organized in Chung Hsing Park,
Neihu Technology Park in Taipei City, Hsinchu
Biomedical Science Park, Taiwan Tech
Arena (TTA), Dayeh University, CTSP Bureau,
National Central University, National Formosa
University, Forte Hotel Changhua, the Export
Processing Zone Administration (EPZ A),

Central Taiwan Science Park
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CTSP celebrates its 16th anniversary with distinguished guests

CTSP Pavilion - Taiwan Expo 2019 in Indonesia
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Sixteen-year-old CTSP
is a Trendsetter

In order to market CTSP, attract businesses, and
promote the industries, the Bureau is eager to join
large exhibitions and events at home and abroad,
including the OPTO Taiwan 2019, 2019 BIO AsiaTaiwan, 2019 BIO International Convention in north
America and Taiwan Expo 2019 in Indonesia, to
showcase its performance while establishing and

Archive Exhibition - Time Travel of CTSP

Travel of CTSP

A s a r e c o r d o f t h e B u r e a u’s e f fo r t i n
beautifying the land at the foot of Mt. Dadu, the
archive special exhibition titled Time Travel of
CTSP was held from April 1 to October 9, 2019.
These old photographs, of ficial documents,
children’s drawings, and photographs of the Park
told stories of CTSP from its inception in
2003, development, and greening to the
current scenery, and also described how
Taichung Park was transformed from a
desolate field of red soil into a valuable
green field and became the nation’s first
demonstration area for soil and water
conservation.

Another Record High

With the slogan “Sixteenyear-old CTSP is a Trendsetter,”
t h e P a r k c e l e b r a te d i t s 16 t h
anniversary on July 27 along with
its tenants and residents from
the neighborhood. Except giving
CTSP Innovative Products Awards,
the awards were to presented
to te na nts w h o su c c e s sf ull y
developed innovative products or
performed well in the “Forwardlooking High-tech Equipment
Group photograph of CTSP tenants at the 2019 BIO Asia-Taiwan
Te c h n o l o g i c a l D e v e l o p i n g
Program” and “Strengthening
Regional Cooperation –
Advancement Project for Smart
Machinery and Aerospace Industries in Central
strengthening its image as a high-quality science
and Southern Taiwan”, to the incubation centers in
park.
the Park for nurturing outstanding startups, and to
winners of the Park Greening Contest.
Archive Special Exhibition – Time

2019 Annual Report

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Nan
Kai University of Technology, and
Providence University in 2019.

Smart Innovation Talent Hub

Central Taiwan Science Park
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Smart Innovation Talent Hub
Decade-old NEHS Connects the Past
with the Future
National Experimental High School (NEHS)
at Central Taiwan Science Park was founded in
2010 with its Senior High Department and Junior
High Depar tment opened in 2012 and 2018
respectively. To provide international education to
children of those returning to Taiwan in response
to the government’s overseas talent recruitment
policy and also to develop bilingual talent with
dual-culture knowledge, the Bilingual Department
was established with approval from the Ministry of
Education. Students of 7 to 12 grades have been
officially admitted since the academic year 2019.

Also, in response to the development of CTSP,
the establishment of a comprehensive bilingual
experimental school covering five stages – senior
high, junior high, elementary school, bilingual
department, kindergarten and day care center –
was proposed and approved by the Ministry of
Education in 2019. It will be a public, comprehensive
experimental school with multiple stages and
shared resources. Teaching will be conducted in
small classes with a focus on internationalization
and the development of technology.
I n i t s te n t h y e a r, N E H S ’s a n n i v e r s a r y
celebrations centered on the theme "Decadeold NEHS Connects the Past with the Future." In
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( v ) The school received the Information Security
King Award of the 2019 COOL ENGLISH
Information Security Contest.
(vi) The school took part in the first Science Week
event.
(3) Reading, Culture and Art:
( i ) NEHS hosted the National High School English
Debate Competition for the sixth consecutive
year.
( i i ) Students from Junior High Department won
the third place in the English Readers’ Theater
Contest of Taichung City, the Excellence
Award in the English Singing Contest, and
the Honorable Mention Award in the English
Sp e e ch C ontest. S tudents f rom J unior
High Department won the English Listening
King Award in the COOL ENGLISH English
Listening Contest.

(2) Science Promotion and Achievements:
( i ) The school won the Gold Award for its joint
presentation of achievements in project
research, with a total of 10 gold medals
accumulated.
( i i ) NEHS students won the third place in 2019
American Regions Mathematics League
(ARML) team competition, and the third prize
in the Taichung mathematics competition.
(iii) Students from Junior High Department won
the third prize in the 49 th National Olympic
Mathematics Competition.
SAKURA Science High School Program Forum

The Opening of Bilingual Department

Smart Innovation Talent Hub

(1) Excellent results in school admission:
Among last year’s 124 senior high graduates
who took the Taiwan General Scholastic Ability
Test (GSAT), the average of the school’s top 50%
performers was higher than that of the nation’s top
25% performers. Almost 70% of the graduates got
accepted to schools of medicine, national universities
and overseas universities. Among last year’s 120
junior high graduates who took the Comprehensive
Assessment Program for Junior High School Students
(CAP), those with five As and above accounted for
more than 13% and those admitted to national and
municipal senior high schools made up 66.7% of the
graduates.

(iv) Students from Senior High Department won
the 2019 Taiwan Teenage Robot Competition.

2019 Annual Report

addition to tree planting, the celebrations included
the publication of the 10th Anniversary Edition of the
school publication, a series of performances, book
and school history exhibitions, science and art works
exhibitions, as well as the photography exhibition
"Capturing Vitality of NEHS," where teachers’ and
students' emotions and memories of the school were
brought into focus. It is hoped that NEHS will inherit
the past and create a brighter future.

(iii) NEHS won the High Distinction Award,
Excellence Award and First Class Award in the
High School Student Book Insight and Essay
Contests.
(iv) Music Competitions: NEHS won the 1st prize in
violin solo under senior high and vocational
school section, the 1st prize in sheng solo
under senior high and vocational school in
Taichung district, and the Excellence Award
in erhu solo under senior high and vocational
school section. Two students won the 1st prize
of High Distinction Award participated in the
national finals representing Taichung City.
( v ) Art Competitions: NEHS Students won the
Honorable Mention Awards in the national
calligraphy, design, and western painting
contests under senior high and vocational
school section and design contest under
junior high school section.
(4) International exchanges:
( i ) Our German partner Doberlug-Kirchhain High
School visited us for the second time for
the purposes of short-term exchanges and
renewal of the cooperation program.
Smart Innovation Talent Hub

( i i ) Selected students attended the SAKURA
Science High School Program (SSHP) in
Japan.

(iii) Te a c h e r s a n d s t u d e n t s f r o m S e n r i ,
Kumamoto, Uto Junior and Senior High
School, and Kanagawa Science High
School, Japan, visited NEHS. Besides, the
School and Kumamoto High School signed
a cooperation agreement to establish a
close learning mechanism for teachers and
students in both schools to learn with video
conferencing equipment.
In alignment with the 2019 curriculum, the
Bilingual Department and Senior High Department
students share school-based courses and multiple
electives with the support of foreign teachers
teaching in Junior and Senior High Departments.
NEHS shapes a unique and high-quality bilingual
learning environment and leads the international
education in central Taiwan.

Diverse Trainings from Industr y,
Government, Academia and Research
Institutes
Academia Industry Consortium for Science Park in
Central Taiwan
In order to facilitate the industrial development
in central Taiwan, Academia Industry Consortium
for Science Park in Central Taiwan (AICSPCT)
constantly organizes forums, academic lectures,
and large job fairs to unite resources from the
industry, government, academic and research

Central Taiwan Science Park
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CTSP together with four universities in central Taiwan – National Chung Hsing University, National Formosa University, Feng
Chia University and China Medical University – formed an alliance.
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Awards presented to enterprises that performed well in the
Strengthening Regional Cooperation – Promoting Smart
Machinery and Aerospace Industry Upgrade Program

CTSP’s Professional & Technology Personnel
Development Program
Ever y year, the Bureau organizes personnel
development and related management courses as
diverse learning options for employees in CTSP to
elevate the quality of workforce in the Park, develop
excellent professionals, and thus foster the core and
key capabilities of employees in the Park. Twenty-one
physical courses in five categories were organized in
2019 with 664 participants. Digital learning courses
were launched with a focus on “business management
in the technology industry.” It is a convenient and
efficient learning option for personnel in the Park.
Academia-Industry Cooperative R&D and Upgrade
Program
CTSP encourages its tenants to collaborate with
schools and research institutes through the Academia-

Innovative Entrepreneurship Forum and Joint Exhibition of Innovative R&D Achievements at Erlin Park

Smart Innovation Talent Hub

Strengthening Regional Cooperation – Advancement
Project for Smart Machinery and Aerospace
Industries in Central and Southern Taiwan
In line w ith the Smar t Machiner y Policy
and Aerospace Industr y Upgrade Policy, the
Strengthening Regional Cooperation – Advancement
Project for Smar t Machiner y and Aerospace
Industries in Central and Southern Taiwan was
implemented in 2019 to make up the talent shortage
in the high-tech industry, bridge the difference
between the industry and the academia, assist
local governments to forge a “Capital of Smart
Machinery,” and boost the output of the precision
machinery industry in central and southern Taiwan.
Four production lines installed as specified in
the Program were displayed to visitors from 63
enterprises in 2019. Two seminars on innovation and
entrepreneurship were arranged, letters of intent were
signed with eight research institutes and counseling
was provided to 14 tenants. NT$53,029,000 was
granted in six subsidies (including four R&D projects,
one innovation project, one local connection
project), prompting the tenants to invest around
NT$71,771,000 in R&D.
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institutes. Moreover, it joins in innovation activities
hosted by the industry and academia to facilitate
cooperation between the two in an indirect way. In
2019, it helped organize four forums in Erlin, Huwei,
Chung Hsing, and Houli Parks and two technology
matching and exchange sessions, GLORIA University
Kick-Off Meeting and Technology Exchange, to set
up a cooperation platform for the industry, academic
and research institutes at CTSP and strengthen the
link between the industry and academia.

The Real-time Weather Forecast team, a startup counseled by
the Bureau, wins the "Outstanding Entrepreneurship Award" with
a NT$2 million prize.

Industry Cooperative R&D and Upgrade Program so
as to differentiate themselves from others, create highadded value and develop R&D talent required by the
industry. In 2019, eight subsidies were approved with
approximately NT$19,540,000 granted, stimulating
NT$40 million of investment in R&D from enterprises.

Smart Innovation Talent Hub

Science Park Talent Development Grants Program
The CTSP Bureau encourages colleges
and enterprises in the neighborhood to jointly
organize module courses and offer internships so
as to understand the requirements of talent in the
technology industr y. Internships allow students
to obtain practical experience, minimize the gap
between theory and practice, and fill the job vacancy.
In the academic year 2019, subsidies for a total of 14
module courses in nine schools were granted with an
estimate of 1,041 participants.
CTSP Innovative Product Award
T he CTSP Innovative Product Award was
established by the Bureau to urge the tenants to

CH Biotech R&D's new product, Persevere, protects crops from
harsh weather such as heat, coldness and drought to reduce
loss in agriculture.

dedicate themselves to researching and developing
innovative products. In 2019, the award was
presented to AUO for its 32-inch 4K Mini LED
144Hz display, Raystar Optronics for its 0.96"
OLED display, GEOSAT Aerospace & Technology
for its drone, Pterosaur, Nugentek for its oral
hyaluronic acid, HAVITAL®, CH Biotech R&D for
its new product, Persevere, AUO Crystal for its
World Famous Spring Water Filter, Taiwan Main
Orthopaedic Biotechnology for its smart surgical
glasses, Caduceus, and PharmaEssentia for its
novel long-acting interferon, Ropeginterferon alfa2b (Ropeg).
From IP to IPO (FITI) Program
To build an innovation industry and bring
the transformation into science parks, the From
IP to IPO (FITI) Program has been launched by
MOST since 2013. The program includes biannual
competitions. In each competition, 40 teams are
selected to receive counseling from the science
park bureaus. In 2019, 34 teams counseled by the

Central Taiwan Science Park
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Photograph of MOST Deputy Minister You-chin Hsu (fifth left, second row), Acer Group founder and Honorary Chairman
Stan Shih (fourth left, second row) with all winning teams and guests.
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The Bureau counsels teams in FITI program to gain a
subsidy and attend training in Singapore

Smart Innovation Talent Hub

Biomedical Industry Innovation Program
To help the Executive Yuan promote the
Biomedical Industry Innovation Program (BIIP),
the Bureau provides comprehensive assistance
to medical device manufacturers, and helps
rapidly explore domestic and overseas markets
for innovative products through R&D in the private,
ac ademia and research sectors, integrated
biomedical services, and technology exchanges
and matching. In 2019, 13 subsidy programs were
approved with a total of NT$42,727,000. These
subsidies are expected to stimulate the tenants to
invest NT$64,106,000 and attract three startups to
apply for investment in CTSP.
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CTSP Bureau were selected in the competition, with
22 of them setting up a company, and another five
moving to the innovation entrepreneurship space at
CTSP. Yet another seven startups were introduced
to CTSP. As of the end of 2019, a total of 157 teams
counseled by CTSP have been accepted by the FITI
Program, and 52 of them have set up a company.

Improving Local Employment and
Recruiting Top Talent
The ever-growing number of employees
in CTSP reached 50,817 in December 2019,
an increase of 2,910 (6.07%) year on year. The
semiconductor industry accounts for the largest
share (38.72%), followed by the optoelectronics
industry (38.41%).
To assist CTSP tenants to recruit top talent and
help local residents get employed, the CTSP Bureau
collaborated with central and local governments to
offer job matching services by arranging job fairs at
Taichung City Employment Service Center (TCESC)

CTSP Job Fair

on April 20 and November 2, 2019 respectively, with
2,416 job vacancies provided by 52 enterprises.
The matching rate was up to 49%. Besides, the
Bureau worked with Yunlin-Chiayi-Tainan Regional
Branch of Workforce Development Agency, Ministry
of Labor (MOL), and TCESC to hold 30 recruitment
events for individual enterprises so that the
requirements of every enterprise could be met.

Statistics of CTSP employees
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A Human-based Altruistic
Green Park
Integrating Virtual-real Interfaces for
Service Upgrade

In the Industrial and Commercial Service
Building, the brick-and-mortar convenient store
7-11 was replaced with a cloud-based vending
machine where big data are used to analyze the
customer preferences. Besides replenishment
alerts, the machine provides multiple payment
methods and therefore is very well received! As of
the end of December 2019, a total of 32 firms had
established a presence in the Park, bringing the
occupancy rate to 100%. In addition to financial,
healthcare, employment, postal, transport, catering

and related services, law firms and accounting firms
were brought into the Park to reinforce business
service efficacy.
To p r o v i d e i n f o r m a t i o n o f a l l s e r v i c e
providers in and around every park, an interactive
business service platform website was set up.
Recommendations on catering, transport, and
banking apps can also be found. To promote and
improve the “Park’s Living Functions & Business
Service Platform” website, catering, clothing, living,
and transport service operators were invited to have
a dialogue with high-tech enterprises to put the
virtual-real integrated interface platform into practice.
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Three iBike stations are officially launched
at Taichung Park in 2019

Phase-II Storage and Transportation Building
started operation
Warehousing, import/export warehousing,
customs declaration, transportation, and integrated
logistics services are available in the Park. As
the Phase-II Storage and Transportation Building
started operation in March 2019, the storage
and transpor tation area increased by about
23,801.76 square meters, and the total storage and
transportation space for logistics reached about
52,892.8 square meters. It allows the Park’s tenants
to get jobs done more conveniently and more
efficiently.

Huwei Police Squad moves into the new office building

to establish 60 Wi-Fi hot spots in 2016 and the
number of users in 2017 targeted to top 200,000
(more than 600,000 in three years). Up to date
(December 2019), 179 Wi-Fi hot spots were set up
with an achievement of 293% and the total number
of users in the project has reached 1,055,759 (from
December 2016 to the end of December 2019).

e-Customs System Launched
The e-Customs for imports and exports has
been launched in the Park, enabling the tenants to
obtain information on import and export clearance
more accurately and rapidly. The active message
transmission module together with the 3-in-1
customs clearance message application system
makes the highly digital service possible in the
Park.

iBike stations established in Taichung Park
Four years after the proposal was submitted,
three iBike stations in Taichung Park officially
started operation in 2019. These stations are
located at CTSP Bureau on Zhongke Road, in front
of CTSP standard factory buildings, Giant Group
Operations, and R&D Headquarters Building
respectively. In celebration of the three new iBike
stations in Taichung Park, a cycling event “LOHAS
CTSP on iBike” was held on April 2 with Giant Group
founder King Liu, a big help to the establishment
of these stations, invited to the opening ceremony.
M e a n w h i l e, t h e p u b l i c w a s e n c o u r a g e d to
experience the fascinating scenery in the park while
getting to know CTSP, a fun LOHAS park, on iBike.

Free Wi-Fi Service in the Park
In line with MOST’s Development of Smart
Science Park with ICT Technologies Program, the
Bureau initiated a project in 2016 to provide free
Internet access to the Park’s tenants, visitors and
employees by setting up public Wi-Fi hot spots in
CTSP (including Taichung, Houli, Chising, Chung
Hsing, Erlin and Huwei Parks). The project aimed

Huwei Police Squad Officially Moved into the New
Office Building
To meet the requirements of police duty and
development of the Park, an office building with
interior decoration were constructed for the Huwei
Police Squad. The squad officially moved in on July
29, 2019 to ensure the Park’s safety and provide
transportation service improvements in the Park.

A Human-based Altruistic Green Park

The appearance of the Phase-II Storage and Transportation
Building of CTSP International Logistics

Green Building Concept in Standard Factory
Buildings in Huwei Science Park
G ro undb rea k ing c e re m o ny fo r Phase - I
standard factory buildings in Huwei Park was
held on December 9, 2019 and at tended by
MOST Minister Liang-Gee Chen, Yunlin County
Government Secretary-General Chih-Min Chang,
Huwei Township Mayor Xue-Zhong Ding, National
Yu n li n U n i ve r si t y of S c i e n c e & Te c h n o l o g y
( YunTech) President Neng-Shu Yang, National
Formosa University President Wen-Yuh Jy we,
General Commander of the Second Special Police
Corps, National Police Agency, Chang-Yuan Liu,
OEP Group President Peter Tsai and a number of
guests from the neighborhood. The buildings are
scheduled to be built in two phases. When the
buildings are fully occupied, the output is estimated
to reach NT$2.6 billion.
To be completed in November 2021, the
Phase-I standard factory buildings in Huwei Park
will all be green buildings that meet four standards

A Human-based Altruistic Green Park

– environmental friendliness, energy saving, waste
reduction and health.
Diverse Leisure Activities to Promote Workers’ Health
To p r o m o t e h e a l t h y l e i s u r e a c t i v i t i e s ,
foster harmonious labor relations and facilitate
communication bet ween tenants and nearby
communities, a host of recreational activities were
held in 2019 for the physical and mental health of
employees at the Park, such as movie showings,
Huwei Park’s 3x3 basketball games, and CTSP Cup
Softball Games. The 20 movie showings attracted
more than 3,000 people to enjoy a feast of audiovisual entertainment.

Clean-ups and Health Checks Make
CTSP a Good Neighbor

The Phase-I standard factory buildings at Huwei Park are all green
buildings that meet four standards – environmental friendliness,
energy saving, waste reduction and health.

Central Taiwan Science Park
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CTSP Cup Softball Games

Groundbreaking ceremony of the standard factory buildings at Huwei Park

Clean -up events are organized to clean
neighboring streets and beaches with participation
of Park tenants, borough wardens and local
residents. Moreover, to maximize the benefits of the
Good Neighbor Program, environmental clean-ups
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1. Beach clean-up at Daan in 2019
2. The implementation of the Neighborhood
Healthcare Plan
3. Photograph of the neighborhood clean-up event

are always held side by side with other activities,
such as waste recycling, greening, energy saving,
carbon reduction and environmental education.
During special holidays, folk activities are also held
in parallel to attract more participants. Such events
were organized seven times in 2019 with a total of
700 participants.
The beach clean-up is always participated
by the tenants, Micron Memory Taiwan and AUO
and their employees and family. In its sixth year, the
2019 annual event was co-organized by the Bureau
and the Community Development Association. AUO
with members of its Friendly Love Club and children
from Zhenlan Orphanage echoed the international
movement. With 400 people working together,
about 50 bags of garbage weighing about 330
kilograms were cleaned.

3

by tenants so as to improve the environment and
landscapes in the Park, the CTSP Factory Greening
Contest was held between June 10 and 13. A group
of scholars and experts led by Deputy DirectorGeneral Wen-Fang Shih made a field survey to every
factory in the Park and exchanged opinions and
experiences with the maintenance personnel. The
High Distinction Awards of this competition were
awarded to TSMC (Fab 15A), AUO Houli Fab, TSMC
(Fab 15B) and CH Biotech R&D, and the Excellence
Awards to AUO Crystal, Shuz Tung Machinery and
MOSA, and the Merit Awards to Taichung Factory
1 of Micron Memory Taiwan, Gallant Precision
Machining (GPM), Taichung Factory 2 of Micron
Memory Taiwan, and JSR Micro Taiwan.
2019 Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Award
The Corporate Social Responsibility report

In order to care for neighboring residents,
Chising Park has implemented the Neighborhood
Healthcare Plan since 2011 by providing free health
check to eligible residents in Houli District and
Daan District. As of 2019, 232 promotion events
had been arranged with a total of 4,917 telephone
interviews and 3,406 health checks conducted. In
addition, an epidemiological follow-up survey is
conducted every five years. Up to date, a total of
1,453 questionnaires and blood biochemical tests
have been conducted.
Factory Greening Contest
To encourage greening of factory buildings

Awards are presented to winners of the Factory Greening
Contest as part of the CTSP anniversary activities.

A Human-based Altruistic Green Park
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1. AUO Crystal’s rosy bald cypress
2. The outdoor green walls at Fab 15B, TSMC
3. The Bureau receives Taiwan Corporate
Sustainability Report Award (Legislative
Yuan President Jia-Chyuan Su on the left
and Director-General Maw-Shin Hsu on
the right)

2
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of CTSP won the “Taiwan Corporate Sustainability
Award (TCSA) -Corporate Sustainability Report
A w a r d ” h o s te d b y t h e Ta i w a n I n s t i t u te f o r
Sustaina ble Energ y. T he awa rd onc e again
affirmed the Bureau's efforts and contribution to
sustainability, environmental protection and public
welfare. Director-General Maw-Shin Hsu received
the award in person on November 28. The Bureau
published another CSR report in 2019 to describe
its achievements in environmental protection and
sustainability. To ensure its quality of disclosure, the
report was written in accordance with the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards and AA1000
Assurance Standards (AS) and disclosed how the
Bureau applied its core competence to implement
12 of the UN's 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) and gained the Type-1 assurance statement.

Smart Monitoring for Safer Park
In order to build a safe and secure investment
environment, the Bureau had the "Intelligent
Disaster Prevention System" constructed in Huwei
Park, Chung Hsing Park and Erlin Park in 2019.
The system contains Internet of Disasters, which

integrates environmental sensors, including rain
gauges, water level gauges, and image monitors,
to monitor around the clock. In the meantime, the
monitored environmental data are incorporated
to a virtual-real integration system using machine
learning technology and AI to provide the latest
information of the water level in the Park. This way,
floods can be assessed and predicted, and thus
prevented. Since 2019, a LINE water robot has been
utilized to promptly issue flood warning messages
and provide suggestions on proactive disaster
prevention and reduction to tenants and emergency
response staff of the Park to enhance efficiency
of information transmission when a warning on
water level or weather is issued. On the other hand,
drones have been used to conduct intelligent
inspections in Erlin Park. The data collected during
inspections in normal times are used to build an
image database. These data can be compared with
images sent back by drones during floods using
the AI-based image recognition system to identify
abnormal water levels. If necessary, personnel can
be dispatched by the Bureau to inspect and fix
problems as soon as possible.

A Safe & Healthy Workplace
In order to raise an awareness of labor safety
and health, the Bureau conducts advisory and labor
inspections by adopting one-stop services and prior
safety assessment and counseling, and Information
technology to enhance tenants’ autonomous
management and encourage participation by all
Park companies. Disaster prevention resources are
also employed in multiple ways to reinforce overall
safety and health towards the goals of facilitating
labor health in the Park and improving labor
inspection efficacy.
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The annual occupational safety and health
seminar and theme exhibition were co-hosted by the
Bureau, TSMC Fab 15A and the Allied Association
for Science Park Industries on October 25, with
the participation of safety & health, factory affairs
and disaster prevention managers from the tenants
and about 300 teachers and students of related
departments from nearby universities.
Improving emergency response and strengthening
joint prevention
In response to the amendment to the Toxic and
Concerned Chemical Substances Control Act which
requires emergency responders to be assigned or
commissioned to bear responsibility for adoption
of necessary protective, emergency response, and
clean-up operations in the event of an accident,
the Bureau organized one general training, one
operational training and one technical training for
toxic chemical disaster responders respectively, and

Director-General Maw-Shin Hsu (middle) explains the
application of the “Intelligent Disaster Prevention System” at a
press conference on November 6

2
1. 2019 CTSP annual joint emergency response drill
2. AUO’s emergency response team (ERT) in A-class
protective gear is rescuing the injured in the CTSP
joint emergency response drill

provided toxic chemical disaster responder manuals
to its tenants for reference.
In addition, the 2019 emergency response drill
was held on September 17 with an aim to integrate
the Park's safety protection through joint disaster
response. During the drill, disaster relief inventions
such as remote-controlled firefighting vehicle and
unmanned helicopter were used to improve disaster
relief efficiency. The firefighting vehicle can be
controlled remotely to fight fires; while the unmanned
helicopter can airdrop fire extinguisher balls to put
out fires. Both of them can prevent relief workers from
entering the fire site or toxic gas-filled areas. The drill
was realistic and the emergency response was well
implemented with more than 100 people joining in.

Director-General Maw-Shin Hsu visits an occupational safety
and health seminar and theme exhibition to set relevant
disaster prevention systems and safety and health equipment

A Human-based Altruistic Green Park

In 2019, occupational safet y and health
inspections and counseling were undertaken on a
project basis, with a total of 13 project inspections
and 5 6 5 labor super visions and inspections
performed. Also, 35 sessions on hazard prevention
a n d c h e m i c a l m a n a g e m e n t c o u n s e l i n g , 16
information sessions, one visiting session to
companies with great health management practices,
and one safety and health seminar were conducted.

In addition to actively integrating information
technology equipment, the Bureau and signed joint
prevention agreements with the Central Weather
Bureau, the Army's 36d Chemical Group, and the
Environmental Incident Specialist Team to enhance
the disaster preparedness. What’s more, it constantly
counsels the manufacturers to prepare for a disaster,
such as process safety assessment, occupational
safety and joint prevention, and also improves the
overall safety protection and response efficiency
of the Park through joint disaster relief training and
drills. The ultimate goal is to eliminate all disasters at
the earliest possible to minimize the loss.

Taichung Park Wastewater Treatment
Plant Embraces Smart Management
The Wastewater Treatment Plant in Taichung
Park implemented smart operation and management
with a total budget of NT$60 million during a fouryear period between 2016 and 2019, pursuant to
two plans – the Intelligent Wastewater Discharge
Emergency Response and Control Plan and Smart
Wastewater System Operation and Management
Plan – under the umbrella of the Development of
Smart Science Park Using ICT Technology Program,
which was approved by the Executive Yuan in 2016.
A Human-based Altruistic Green Park

Smart management refers to a management
system that uses AI, including expert systems, neurallike autonomous learning, regression prediction,
and big data calculations to provide managers
with monitored data, early warnings, contingency,
information, suggestions on decision-making, and
results. The data are shown in multimedia, such
as web pages, TV walls, mobile phone texts, LINE,

and display robots, to diversify and enliven the
presentation.
AI research and development is increasingly
popular all over the world. The Bureau is also gearing
up to improve the operation and management
efficiency of the Wastewater plant and connect to the
world through AI.

Offering Environmental Education to
Defend Water Resources
Environmental education was of fered at
Baozhilin, a used furniture recycling center under
the umbrella of Taichung Municipal Environmental
Protection Bureau and Taichung Metropolitan Park
by the Bureau in 2019 in accordance with Act 19 of
the Environmental Education Act.
The Wastewater Treatment Plant at Taichung
Park was certified as an environmental education
facility on July 30, 2018. In 2018, a total of 50
sessions on water resources, the wastewater
treatment process and science involved in the
process – including 13 environmental education and
experience sessions, 16 environmental education
related visits and 21 general visits – were held with
approximately 1,518 participants.
The Wastewater Treatment Plant at Huwei Park
was certified as an environmental education facility
on May 10, 2016. In 2019, a total of 58 sessions were
organized with 1,571 participants, and two large
outdoor campaigns – “Yunlin Safeguards Rivers” and
“Cherish the Earth and Live with the Wilderness” –
were organized at the Yunlin County Agricultural Expo
Ecological Park on March 16 and at Gukeng Green
Tunnel on June 29, 2019, respectively, to effectively
promote information related to sewage treatment and
raise public awareness of water issues.

Central Taiwan Science Park
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The achievements are
displayed through the
interaction and dialogue
between robots

Real-time warnings issued with smart calculations
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1. Photograph of Director-General Maw-Shin Hsu with staff at Baozhilin, a used furniture recycling center under Taichung Municipal
Environmental Protection Bureau
2. Environmental education course Introduction to Wastewater World

Exploring the Beauty of CTSP
Themed on Exploring the Beauty of CTSP,
the photography competition was organized
to invite participants to experience and explore
the parkscapes of CTSP, such as the beauty of
the technology-style architecture, the faces of
employees working here, local culture, historical
heritage, unique scenery, and natural ecology. The
photography competition enabled participants to
gain an in-depth experience and understanding of
the Park. Besides the aesthetics of the technologystyle architecture, CTSP has a lot to offer, from
the faces of the hard-working employees to local
culture and natural landscapes that change with the

seasons. The combination of technology, culture
and ecological landscapes makes CTSP really
worth exploring.
The competition was designed to encourage
photographers to capture the beauty and features
of CTSP with whatever camera they have, while
developing a sense of identification with the Park
and caring for culture. More than one thousand
works were submitted in this activity and they
included photographs of buildings, ecology,
environmental education, CTSP residents, wedding,
photogenic couples, and family.
The first prize winner of this event was Lin-Ji
Zhao's Technology and Leisure, the second prize
winner Jin-Long Zhuo's Green Energy Technology
Meets Family Tour, and the third prize winner YoChun Li’s the Beauty of Taichung Park. Another 12
Honorable Mention Awards, 8 Judges’ Awards and
15 Special Awards were also presented.

The first place winner of the photography contest titled Exploring the Beauty of CTSP /
Lin-Ji Zhao – Technology and Leisure

A Human-based Altruistic Green Park

The Wastewater Treatment Plant at Houli Park,
certified as an environmental education facility on
Feb. 16, 2017, was also the first certified sewage
treatment plant in Taichung. In 2019, a total of 113
sessions were organized with 3,829 visitors.
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Future Prospects
In 2019, CTSP's turnover hit another record of
NT$797.232 billion, an increase of 9.98% over 2018.
Eighteen new investment projects (100% achieved)
were introduced with total capitalization of NT$5.812
billion. W ith increase d c a pital of N T$ 3 0.3 25
b i l l i o n, t h e n e w a n d i n c r e a s e d i n v e s t m e n t s
totaled NT$36.137 billion, a proof of the excellent
investment environment in CTSP. Given the trends
of the technology industry and CTSP’s strengths
in precision machinery, four 2020 focus areasTransforming Businesses with AI and Innovation,
Accelerating Park Development and Business
Recruitment, Digital Transformation of Park Services,
and Forging a Sustainable Eco Park-were developed
to speed up industrial technology upgrade and
innovation entrepreneurship.

Transforming Businesses with AI and
Innovation
Together with the technological strengths of
experts from academia, research institutes and the
industry, the Bureau will set up a consultation and
counseling platform based on the requirements of
the tenants to guide the Park’s tenants towards AI.
Furthermore, the Bureau will connect startups to
international incubators, link international resources,
create CTSP’s innovation and entrepreneurship
space, and continue to bring startups to the Park
or the AI Robotics Hub to collaborate with the its
tenants. Also, the Bureau will assist these teams to
become its tenants.
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Forging a Sustainable Eco Park

Accelerating Park Development and
Business Recruitment

Digital Transformation of Park
Services
T h e B u re a u w i l l c o n t i n u e to i n t ro d u c e
va rious intelligent te chnolo g y ma nagement
s y s t e m s , s u c h a s w a t e r s u p p l y, d i s a s t e r
prevention, and transpor tation, and promote
the intelligentization of public services in order
to optimize the management efficiency of the
Park. In the future, the establishment of 5G base
stations will be accelerated to facilitate related 5G
smart applications of the tenants, a host of 5G
applications (such as drones, self-driving cars, etc.)
in the Park, and various administrative assistance,

The second place winner of the photography contest titled Exploring the Beauty of CTSP
Jin-long Zhuo - Green Energy Technology Meets Family Tour

Future Prospects

CTSP will speed up the development of Erlin
Park and construction of standard factory buildings
in Huwei Park, improve the Park’s infrastructure, and
attract more businesses to Erlin and Chung Hsing
Parks by actively visiting potential businesses.
Meanwhile, the Bureau will assist incoming tenants
to accomplish construction of factory buildings and
start operation as soon as possible.

As a winner of the prestigious 2019 “Taiwan
Corporate Sustainability Award (TCSA) – Corporate
Sustainability Report Award”, the Bureau will
promote the use of sustainable energy in the
Park and complete the review of the ecology
assessment report to be rated as a diamond
ecological community with an aim to balance
production, living, ecology, and life in mind.
Moreover, the Bureau will forge an ecological park
that incorporates humanities and technology by
creating an imagery of the Park entrance with
a public art project. To keep talent sustainable,
t h e B u r e a u p r o p o s e d to e x p a n d N E H S to
accommodate more students, as a way to attract
high-tech manufacturers and talent from home
and abroad. As such, the Bilingual Department
has admitted grades 7-12 student and prepared to
recruit grades 1-6 students.
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hoping to drive the development of information
communications in the Park.

Milestones in 2019
Jan. 7-15

The Bureau visits the Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) in Las Vegas on January 7-9, 2019. Also, it
visits major high-tech equipment manufacturers in
Chicago and Los Angeles to promote the sound
investment environment at CTSP.

Jan. 21-26

MOST Deput y Minister You-Chin Hsu leads
directors-general of three science park bureaus
to host business recruitment events in Tokyo and
Osaka, Japan. CTSP and Kyoto Research Park
sign a soft-landing cooperation agreement.

March 5

The Urban Planning Committee, the Ministry of
the Interior (MOI), approves the Amendment to
the Urban Plan (in line with the Chung Hsing Park
Plan) for Chung Hsing New Village (including
south Nelu) in the 941st meeting.

Milestones in 2019

March 6-30

Former CTSP Director-General Ming-Huang
Chen attends the FRC finals in Detroit to the
Taiwanese teams on cheer, signs an MOU with
FIRST headquarters, and bids to host the 2020
International Regional Competition.

March 19
Central Taiwan Science Park
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A briefing session on 2019 startup matching and
overseas venture is held to help link startups
to the industry and provide them with related
international resources and plans.

April 2

CTSP iBike station inauguration ceremony is held
with Giant Bicycles founder King Liu and former
CTSP Director-General Ming-Huang Chen as
hosts.

April 16

CTSP and DigiTimes co-host D Forum 2019 –
Smart Factory Forum. International companies
like IBM and Microsoft Taiwan and people from
the industry are invited to share their insights and
experience.

April 17

The CTSP employee recognition and awards
ceremony is organized to recognize 41 model
employees in CTSP.

April 20

The 2019 CTSP Job Fair is held with more than
2,000 participants.

April 22-29

Former CTSP Director-General Ming-Huang
Chen leads a delegation to seek investment at
a startup matching event in Los Angeles, U.S.,
signs a memorandum of cooperation with FIRST
headquarters in Detroit, U.S., and observes the
2019 FIRST Championship.

May 18-19

A joint team of AI Robotics Hub and Feng Chia
University performs well in the 2019 Humanoid
Taiwan games, winning the first and fourth
places in AndroSot Challenges 1 and 2 on Day 1,
and grabbing the first place in the three-on-three
robot soccer games on Day 2.

May 22

CTSP organizes “GLORIA University Kick-Off
Meeting and Technology Exchange” Session in
partnership with four universities in central Taiwan
– National Chung Hsing University, National
Formosa University, Feng Chia University and
China Medical University.

July 26

CTSP celebrates its 16 th anniversary with the
participation of the Park Association President
Kuo-Jung Shen, Legislators Wan-Chien Chang
Liao and Kuo-Shu Huang, and more than a
hundred guests from the Park’s tenants.

Aug. 1

The Bilingual Department is established in NEHS
with students of 7 to 12 grades recruited.
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Dec. 9
Aug. 12-17

Aug. 13

Acting Director-General Maw-Shin Hsu signs a
cooperation agreement with four accountancy
firms – Ernst & Young, KPMG Taiwan, Deloitte
and PwC Taiwan.

Aug. 17-18

The 2019 Taiwan FRC Playoffs and International
Forum at CTSP are held in the NEHS stadium.

Dec. 13

After its third reading in the Legislative Yuan,
the amendment to the Organization Act of the
Central Taiwan Science Park Bureau, Ministry of
Science and Technology, is promulgated by the
President on December 11, 2019, and goes into
effect on December 13, 2019. Since then, the word
“industrial” has been removed from the Chinese
title of the Bureau.

Dec. 24

Maw- Shin Hsu is inaugurated as the new
director-general. The seal of office is presented
by Deputy Minister You-Chin Hsu.

Sep. 24-28

Dec. 26

Oct. 22

The Central Taiwan Accelerator Alliance is formed
with the participation of 11 homegrown startup
accelerators and top-notch entrepreneurial
incubation centers, in the witness of MOST
Deputy Minister You-Chin Hsu and DirectorGeneral Maw-Shin Hsu.

2020 FRC Taiwan region pre-match press
conference is organized by MOST with MOST
Deputy Minister You-Chin Hsu as the host.
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CTSP participates in MEDICA Trade Fair in
Dusseldorf, Germany, and holds a business
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Nov. 28
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Milestones in 2019

Sep. 11

The Central Taiwan Accelerator & Innovation
Entrepreneurship Forum is organized as a platform
where startups could introduce their products and
potential teams could obtain necessary resources
to be a startup. MOST Deputy Minister You-Chin
Hsu and Director-General Maw-Shin Hsu give a
speech at the forum.

CTSP participates in the Taiwan Expo 2019 in
Surabaya, Indonesia, with a booth established
t o p r o m o t e C T S P a n d A I R o b o t i c s H u b,
while visiting a comprehensive science park,
biotechnolog y- related manufacturers and
accelerators to exchange ideas.

2019 Annual Report

The FCU-CTSP delegation participates in the
2019 FIR A Robot World Cup in Changwon,
South Korea and wins the second place in the
HuroCup.

A groundbreaking ceremony is held for the
Phase-I standard factory at Huwei Park, with
MOST Minister Liang-Gee Chen as the main
officiating official and Director-General Maw-Shin
Hsu and guests as other officiating guest officials.

